
(hot spots) isotopic uptake. In more extreme cases, motion
can create artifactual defects or hot spots or distort the
images so as to render them uninterpretable.Motion-cor
rection algorithms have been developed for a variety of
dynamic planar nuclear medicine studies. In hepatic scin
tigraphy, the change in the center of mass position of the
liver was used as an index of liver motion (5), and analog
motion correctioncircuitzywas employed to reposition the
center of hepatic radionucide activity at regular time in
tervals (6â€”8).In another approach, the data was handled
and filtered in the Fourier or frequency domain (9). In
dynamic renal scintigraphy, organ motion was compen
sated for by securingtwo @Copoint sources to the patient,
tracking their position during the study and shifting the
images to match the sources' baseline position (10). Alter
natively, a maximumcount-based iterative algorithmauto
matically repositioned two regions of interest (ROI5) en
compassing the kidneys, frame after frame (11).

Point sources have also been used in cardiac gated ex
ercise blood pool studies (12) and first-pass radionuclide
angiography(13). In these studies, motion correction algo
rithms tracking the heart's center of mass are not as effec
tive because cardiac contractions and rotations mask the
actual patient motion. Motion correction in 201'flmyocar
dial SPEC!' studies has been implemented to address the
problem of the upward creep of the heart following exer
cise, a phenomenon first recognized by Friedman et al.
(14). In one approach, upward heart motion was detected
by fitting a straight line to the upper and lower border of
projection images from early and late frames of 201'flstud
ies (15), and interpolative correction effected by interpola
tion. In static SPECT studies, axial patient motion was
detected through analysis of the cross-correlation func
tions between adjacent planar views (16) or by calculating
the center of the mass of the heartand mappingits position
over all planarviews (17).

The purpose of this study was to devise a motion detec
tion and correction technique for static and dynamic myo
cardial SPECF studies using @â€˜@Tcagents, a technique

We have developed a methodforthe detectionand correctionof
translationalpatientmotionin dynamicand staticmyocardial
SPECTstudies.The methodusesa low activity @Tcpoint
sourceand is especia]lydesignedfor mum-detectorcameras.
The source'scentroidcoordinatesare measuredorderivedfor
allprojectionimagesinatemporalframe.Thecoor@natecurves
fittedto predicteddistributionsandtheprojectionimagesShifted
to realignmeasuredto fittedvalues,withsub-pixelaccuracy.In
dynamicstudies,the frame with the bestfits servesas reference
for all others. The accuracy of this method, measuredwith car
diac phantomexpenments,was foundto be Â±0.37mm and
Â±0.44mm inthe a)daland transaxialdimenelon,respectively.By
comparison,overallmotionin 42 patientsundergoing @â€œTc
teboroxime dynamic cardiac SPECT studies was Â±1.6 mm and
Â±1.2 mm, respectively (average on 39,272 projection views).
Applicationof the methodto phantomexpenments, @â€˜@Tc-ses
tamibiand @â€œTc-teboroximehuman studies visually eliminated
artifactualperfuelondefectsfromsimulatedphantommotionand
actualpatientmotion.

J NucI Med 1993; 34:1349-1355

ynamic SPEC!' studies are defined as a succession of
temporal frames, where a temporal frame(s) is a complete
set of projection images (also planar images, raw images,
planarviews), acquiredover 180Â°or 360Â°.A static SPECT
study consists of one temporal frame comprising multiple
planar images. In contrast, in static or dynamic planar
studies, one temporal frame coincides with a single planar
view.

Artifacts and inaccuracies due to patient or organ motion
are well documented in the nuclear medicine literature
(1â€”4).The effect of mild motion is loss of resolution or
blurring of planar and SPECT images, with consequent
loss of contrast in areas of abnormallylow (defects) or high
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Det.1

Det.2

Det.3::
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-90Â°90Â° FiGURE 2. Prc@ectionangles covered by detector I , 2 and 3
duringa frameacquiredwithcounter-dockwiserotation(framedu
ration= 1). ThehashedareasrepresentanglesatWhicha relatively
weak sourcewould be â€œseenâ€•In the correspondingprojectionim
ages.

interval(90Â°,135Â°).In orderto correct those projections for
motion, one can use the interval(â€”30Â°,15Â°)simultaneously
scanned by Detector 2.

For translationalsource motion, i.e., motion in the plane
containing the source and parallel to the room floor, any
motion in that plane can be decomposed into an axial
(parallel to the axis of rotation of the detector assembly)
and transaxial component, which shall be termed i@yand

@.x,respectively. If the detectors are well aligned, axial
motion will appear equally on all three detectors, and in
particular:

â€˜@y3I(@Â°)@y2I(aÂ°â€”120Â°) a E (90Â°,1350), @q1

where, with @y3kaÂ°),we have indicatedAy as seen on the &
projection collected by Detector 3.

The relationshipbetween transaxialmotion components
on adjacent detectors is exemplified in Figure 3. Trigono
metrically,

@2@ cos 4 ; Ax3 L@Xcos i@, Eq. 2

and since

i@=60Â°â€”4@, Eq.3

4@E(â€”30Â°,15Â°).
Eq.4

MATERIALS AND ME1HODS

A triple-detectorcamera(Prism3000,Picker,Cleveland,OH)
with LEHR collimators was used for all patient and phantom
studies. A 2 x 2 @2point source was manufacturedin-house for
each study by placing a drop of @â€˜@Tc(approximateactivity 100
@tCi)on a vial cap thensealingthe cap with adhesivetape. In

humanstudies,thepointsourcewas tapedto the patient'sster
num,a fewcentimetersabovetheheart,to ensuregoodcontrast.
Theoverallpatient'sskindose fromthe sourceis about5 mrad
(10) and the source-produced scatter to the myocardium was
measured and found lower than 1%of the myocardialactivity in

@Tc-teboroximeand @Tc-sestamibistudies. Static SPECF

Â±180Â°

FiGURE 1. Schematicdiagramofathple-detectorcameraacqui
sftionsetup.Pisthepointsourcemarker,0 thecenterofrotationof
the detector assemb@and 1, 2 and 3 the detector planes, in section.
The â€œangleâ€•4'of a detectorduringrotationIs definedas the angle
betweenthe perpendicularto its backsurface(theone awayfrom
thepatient)andPC.ThecircleinfigurewouldbedescÃ±bedbypoints
A, BandC ina circularacquisition.

especially designed to fully exploit the capabilities of multi
detector SPECT cameras.

ThEORY

Let us assume that the initial position of the three de
tector planes 1, 2 and 3 in a triple-detectorcamera is that
shown in Figure 1. A 360Â°frame is acquired by rotating
each detector around the patient along a 120Â°arc, whose
radius is the startingdistance between the detector and the
center of the field of view (0 in Fig. 1). In circularacqui
sition, all the radiihave the same value while in contoured
acquisition, the values are variable along the arc to reduce
the collimator-to-patientdistance and achieve better reso
lution. The â€œangleâ€•4 of a detector during rotation is
defined as the angle between the perpendicularto its back
surface (the one away from the patient) and the 12 o'clock
line (PC in Fig. 1). We shall define this angle as positive in
a manner consistent with counter-clockwise (CCW) rota
tion, which is the default rotation for the first frame of a
study acquiredon our camera. P is a point source marker,
which in Figure 1 is positioned on the sternal region of an
imaginary patient. Figure 2 exemplifies the projection an

gles covered by each detector during a frame acquired with
alternating CCW and clockwise (CW) rotations. The
shaded areas representthe angularrange(â€”90Â°to 90Â°if the
source is not active enough to shine through the patient)
over which the point source markeris â€œseenâ€•on the pro
jection images. Reconstruction over 180Â°is generally per
formed using the projectiondatabetween _450 and @1350;
thus, the source is not seen by Detector 3 in the angular

it descends that

cos (60Â°- 4@)
@x3

cos 4
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fittedto a Gaussiancurve. The Gaussianpeak is the x-coordinate
of the source's centroid. Repetitionof same process for the axial
dimensionyields the y-coordinateof the source's centroid.

Iterating the procedure for all projections in a frame where the
source is visible produces two curves, which express the x- and
y-coordinateof thesource'scentroidas a functionof theprojec
tion angle. These entire two curves, or a portionof them, can be
fit to a sinusoid (x) and a line (y) which are the expected ideal
distributionsin theabsenceof motion.Theproductof thecorre
lationcoefficientsforthetwofitsisassumedtobeameasureof the
source's stillness during the frame. Therefore, the differences
between (x, Y)measurcdand (x, Y)fitrepresent the amounts by which
the relative projectionimages must be shifted to compensate for
motion. If only partof the curve was fitted, the fit must be
extrapolatedto cover the entire curve's angularrange. Fractional
pixelshiftingof imagesis achievedthroughbilinearinterpolation.
Indynamicteboroximewashoutstudiesorinotherstudieswhere
multipleframesareacquired,thex andy fits forthe framewith the
least amount of motion (the one with the maximal correlation
coefficientsproduct)willserveas thereferencetowhichallother
framesarerealigned,projectionby projection.

ImageAcquisItion
Accuracy ofCentroid Detennination. To measure the accuracy

of thecentroiddeterminationalgorithm,apointsourcecontaining
100pCi of @â€œTcwas placedin the camera's fieldof view (FOV)
at the approximate location where it would be expected in a
patient study. Forty 1-mm frames of 120 projections each were
acquired,center-of-rotationcorrectionwasappliedandthediffer
encesbetween(x, Y)mcasureciand(x, y)@forallframeswerecal
culatedandhistogrammedintoa â€œmotionhistogram.â€•

Measurement of Individual and Average Patient Motion A
point source containing 100 .tCi of @Tcwas placed on the
sternum of 42 consecutive patients undergoing dynamic @Tc
teboroximemyocardialSPECF,and15â€”241-mmframesconsist
ing of 60 or 120 projections each were acquired as previously
described(18@19). Center-of-rotationcorrectionwas appliedand
the differencesbetween(x, Y)mcasureciand(x, y)@1for all frames
were calculatedand histogrammedinto patient-specificmotion
histograms. To measure the average patient motion associated
with this dynamic @â€œTc-teboroximeprotocol, all the individual
histogramswere also pooled together into a global motion histo
gram.

MotionCorrection(Phantom).To test the theoreticalbasisof
ourmotioncorrectionalgorithm,a chest phantom(DataSpectrum
2230 with Cardiac Insert 7070) was imaged over a 120 projections
3-mm frame. The phantom's myocardiumcontained 400 @Ciof

@Tcanda 4-cm3fillablechamber(20)to simulatea hypoper
fused anterior defect. Projections corresponding to the last 90 sec
of acquisition (â€”120Â°to â€”60Â°,0Â°to 60Â°and 120Â°to 180Â°)were
digitallyshifted to simulatea sudden movementof 2 cm in the
axialand 1cm in the transaxialdirection.The originaldataas well
as the shifted data and the shifted datacorrected for motion were
reconstructedover 180Â°with a rampfilterand no attenuation
correction.

Motion Correction (Clinical Data). To test the motion correc
tion algorithmon clinical data, the method was applied to the
twenty-four 1-mm, 120 projection frames from the @â€œ@Tc-teborox
ime study of a patient with a low likelihoodof coronary arteiy
disease (CAD)(18) and to the second of two 5-mm, 120projection
frames from the @â€œI'c-sestamibistudy of another patient. The
first patient had been â€œaposterioriâ€• determined to have moved

-90Â°

Â±180Â°

FiGURE3. IfthesourceP movestranSaXiallybyanamount @x,
itsunknowncomponent@ ondetector3 canbederivedfromthe
simuttaneouslymeasuredcomponent@ ondetector2.Fromsim
pIetrigonometiicconsiderations,it descendsthat@ = t@x@(cos
(60Â°â€”4i)/co@s@).

studies were acquired with continuous CCW rotation, dynamic
SPECTstudieswithcontinuous,alternatingCCWandCWrota
tion. All studies were acquired and reconstructed in 64 x 64
pixels2matrices.

Marker's Centrold DetermlnaDon
Figure 4 shows a typical projection image of a commercial

chest phantom (Data Spectrum 2230 with Cardiac Insert 7070,
ChapelHill,NC), thepointsourceanda crosshairwhichis auto
matically superimposed on all images, about one-third from the
top of the images.All projectionsin a framearesimultaneously
displayed to the operator,who positions the crosshair to make it
the lower boundaryof a rectanglewithin which the source is the
highestactivitystructure. For each projection,the programthen
automatically finds the maximum pixel value@ y0) above the
crosshair. The pixel counts for the image row through that pixel
are histogrammed,the histogram'smedian is taken as a measure
of thebackground(Bkg)anda rectangleis definedby expanding
left, right,upanddownfrom(z@,,y0)until

P(x, y) < 0.3(P(x@,y0) â€”Bkg). Eq. 5

Additionalconstraintsensure thatno rectangleside be largerthan
10%of the imagematrixsize(5%from(z.,,y0)ineitherdirection).
Moreover, the rectangle's bottom side cannot be lower than the
crosshair.The backgroundvalue is subtractedfromall pixels
within the rectangle, whose rows are then summed together and

FiGURE 4. Typical projec
tion imageof a commercial
chest phantom, the pant
source and a crosshair, which
Is automaticallysupedmposed
on all Imagesby the motion____ correctionsoftware.
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during the acquisition by motion histogram analysis (see Fig. 6);
projection data frames 2â€”8in the original and the motion-cor
rectedset were summedto achievegoodstatistics,as describedin
(18),then the two summedsets were reconstructedand the re
sulting images compared. The second patient was prompted to
move slightlyup the bed (y direction)duringacquisitionof the
second 5-mm frame, then the originaland motion-correctedver
sions of this frame were reconstructed and compared to the re
constructed,motion-freefirstframe.Forbothpatients,datawere
prefiltered (Butterworth, order 5, cutoff frequency 0.215 of
Nyquist) before reconstructionover 180Â°with a rampfilterand no
attenuationcorrection.

RESULTS

Centroid Determination Accuracy
The discrete curves showing the x- andy-coordinates of

the point source's centroid averaged over 40 frames were
plotted as a function of the projection angle. As antici
pated, it was possible to fit these curves to a sinusoid and
a line, where the location of the line and the location,
amplitudeand phase of the sinusoid depend on the position
of the point source in the camera's FOV. The differences
between (x,@ and (x, y)11@for these data were
histogrammed for all 40 frames over the angular range
(â€”90Â°,90Â°)(Fig. 5). Fitting these motion histograms to
Gaussian distributions (r > 0.99, p < 0.001 for both fits)
allows the calculation of FWHM,@= 0.880 mm and
FWHM@ = 0.739 mm, which are measures of the method's
accuracy.

Masure of lndMdual and Average Patient Motion
The same procedure was applied to data from the 42

dynamic @â€œFc-teboroximemyocardial SPEC!' studies, re
sulting in 42 individual motion histogram pairs. One of
these pairs is shown in Figure 6. In the absence of motion,
one would expect the X and Y histogramsto be Gaussian
like curves centered on the zero motion tick. In Figure 6,
two additional peaks centered on +2.5 mm (x) and â€”3mm
(y) suggest that this patient moved by 2.5 mm and â€”3mm
in the x and y direction, respectively, spending some time
at the new location. The global X andY motion histograms
(solid circles) and the relative Gaussianfits (solid lines) for
the entire patient population are shown in Figure 7. The
FWHM of the Gaussian curves are FWHM,@= 4.295 mm
and FWI-IM,,= 3.130 mm, or five times larger than the
correction method's accuracy. Thus, this motion correc
tion method appearssensitive enough for use in the clinical
practice of dynamic myocardial SPECF.

Motion Correction (Phantom)
Figure 8 shows reconstructed short-axis, mid-ventricu

lar slices of the phantom with anterior defect. The simu
lated 1-cm(transaxial)and2-cm (axial)shiftofthe phantom
severely affects the quality and interpretabilityof the re
constructed images (left) with distortion of the left ventric
ular (LV) chamber and creation of an artifactualinferior!
inferolateral defect in addition to the original â€œtrueâ€•
anterior defect. Application of our motion correction
method to the shifted projection data results in recon
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FiGURE5. Xandymotionhistogramsforthestationaryphantom
expetirnent calculated for all 40 frames over the angular range
(â€”90Â°,90Â°)(totalprojections= 2,400).

structed images (center)which are qualitatively identical to
those reconstructedfromunshiftedprojections (right),with
only a slight loss of resolution due to sub-pixel interpola
tion. In studies with low-statistics, this smoothing effect
may actually be desirable because it compensates for sta
tistical noise in the image.

MotionCorrection(ClinicalData)
Figure 9 shows reconstructed short-axis, mid-ventricu

lar slices of the @â€œ@Tc-teboroximepatient with a low like
lihood of CAD analyzed in Figure 6. The image recon
structed from the summed 2â€”8min, motion-affected
projection data demonstrates artifactualinferior and ante
riorperfusion defects (left). Correctingthe projection data
for motion before reconstruction restores a normal perfu
sion pattern (right). Figure 10 shows similar results for the

@Tc-sestamibipatient study. The motion-affectedprojec
tion dataare reconstructedinto images with a distortedLV
chamber as well as large anteriorand inferiorwall defects
(left), whereas applicationof the motion correction method
yields reconstructed images with a small inferiorwall de
fect (center) and a perfusion pattern qualitatively identical
to that in images reconstructed from the motion-free data
(right).
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FiGURE6. X andy motionhistogramsforan indMdual @rc
teboroximepatientCalculatedfor 20 framesoverthe angularrange
(â€”90Â°,90Â°). The presence ofthe two oft-center peaks suggests that

thispatientmovedby2.5mmandâ€”3mminthex andy direction,
respectively.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a method for the detection and cor
rection of translational patient motion in static and dy
namic myocardial SPED.' studies. The assumption that
patient (thorax) motion can be well described by a point
source secured to the patient's sternal region is supported
by the virtualabsence of muscle andfat on the sternumand
the very low surrounding isotopic uptake. Independent
source motion due to armmovement and relatedskin shift
ing should be negligible, since the patient's arms are im
mobilized over his/her head with our acquisition protocol
(18). Alternative locations for the point source (i.e., the
axillary cavity) were investigated and deemed susceptible
to much greater spurious movements than the sternal re
gion.

Gross heart motion is almost always due to patient mo
tion (17), and its correction can dramaticallyimprove the
visual appearance and the interpretability of the recon
structed images; it must be noted, however, that some
naturalmovements of the heart (e.g., postexercise upward
creep or respiratoryoscillations) are independentof patient
motion. For rapidSPECT protocols with --1 sec/projection

FiGURE 7. Globalx and y motionhistogramsfor the forty-two
@rc-teboroidmepatientscalculatedfor allframesovertheangular

range(â€”90Â°,90Â°)(totalprojections= 39,272).

(e.g., 1-mm frames in @â€œ@Tc-teboroximeacquisition proto
cols) the heartcycle may not even be adequatelyintegrated
at each projection. In all of our studies, pharmacological
stress was used and no upward creep of the heart was
expected or seen; nonetheless, cine review of the projec
tion data showed minor heart oscillations in 1O%â€”20%of
the studies, even after processing with our correction
method. It is conceivable that a second correction for re
sidual heart motion could be applied after correcting the
data for patient motion. The potential benefits and risks of

FiGURE 8. Shod-ads, mid-ventricular images reconstructed
from ShiftedQeft),Shiftedand corrected(center)and originalUn
Shifted(nght@phantomprojectiondata. Reconstructionof shifted
data resultsin the distortionof the LV chamberand an artifactual
inferlorflnferolateraldefect in additionto the originalirueâ€•anterior
defect.Correctionofshifteddataresultsinimagesqualitativelyiden
ticalto thosereconstructedfromthe originaldata,withonlya slight
lossof resolutiondueto sub-pixelinterpolation.
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and axial dimension, respectively. This strategywould still
be capable of compensating for gross motion, a main con
cern in clinical practice and is consistent with the sugges
tion to employ a 0.5 pixel threshold (in a 64 x 64 matrix)
when correcting for axial motion (21).

Motion detection and correction using a point source
markeron the patient's sternum requires a multi-detector
camera to derive source motion in the angular range â€œshad
owedâ€•by the patient. Our implementation used a triple
detector camera, but it is also applicable to a dual-detector
camerawith any arbitraryanglebetween its two detectors.
For a 90Â°angle (a preferredchoice for 180Â°reconstruction
without attenuation correction in cardiac studies), Equa
tion 4 would translate into:

cos(90Â°â€”4)
@x3

cos 4

FiGURE 9. Dynamic @Fc4eborodmepatient study contami
natedby motion.The short-ads,mkl-ventiicularimagesrecon
StrUctedfromsummed,uncorrectedprojectiondatashowartifactual
inferolateraland anteriorperfusiondefects(left).Correctingfor mo
tionrestoresa normalperfusionpattern(right),withtheslightlylower
inferiorwall uptakeprobablydue to attenuation.

approaches based on center of mass trackingshould, how
ever, be carefully considered. Poor trackingof the heart's
center and actual worsening of the images has been re
ported in rest or redistributionstudies or for high liver-to
heart activity ratios in @Â°â€˜TlSPECF (17), and the minimal
skeletal muscle hyperemia associated with pharmacologi
cal stressing results in even higherhepatic uptakethanwith
exercise stressing. Technetium-99m-teboroximeposes spe
cial challenges in view of this agent's combination of high
hepatic uptake and rapidly changing distributionpattern.

A possible extension of this work would employ two or
three sources to detect motion in any direction. Problems
in this approach are mainly connected to the selection of
the optimal location(s) for the additional source(s). As a
general rule, accuracy in detecting rotational patient mo
tion would be proportionalto the distance between point
sources. On the other hand, the greater that distance, the
less it can be assumed that the portionof the patient's body
between the sources is completely rigid and consequently,
the higherthe errorin the determinationof the appropriate
correction to apply. Tissue attenuation would also effec
tively prevent one from locating the sources both on the
front and the back of the patient, unless activities much
larger than 100 pCi are used. In order to minimize noise
and reduce processing timeâ€”nowabout 15 sec/120 projec
tions on an Odissey 1500 computer (Picker, Cleveland,
OH), the standard platform for the Picker Prism 3000 cam
eraâ€”thealgorithmcould be modified so that only motion
greater than the technique's accuracy be corrected by im
age shifting. Based on our phantomexperiment, one would
correct only motion of absolute value greater than
FWHM/2, i.e., Â±0.44mm and Â±0.37mm for the transaxial

FiGURE 10. Static @rc-sestamit@patientstudycontaminated
by motion.The short-a@ds,mid-ventricularimagesreconstructed
fromuncorrectedprojectiondatashowdistortionofthe LVchamber
and artifactualdefects inboththe anteriorand the inferiorwall (left).
Correctingfor motion(center)restoresa perfusionpatternqualita
tivelyidenticaltothat seenin imagesreconstructedfrommotion-free
data (nght).

4@E(0Â°,45Â°),Eq.6

where Detector 1 is obviously not present in a dual-detec
tor camera.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a technique that fully detects and
corrects translationalpatient motion in static or dynamic
myocardial SPECIE studies by using a multi-detector cam
era and a low-activity @Tcpoint source marker. The
algorithm on which this method is based was tested by
digitally shifting projection data from phantom experi
ments and then reconstructingthe shifted and the original
dataas well as the shifted data aftercorrection. For clinical
data, visual evaluation of reconstructed images demon
strated that artifactualperfusion defects and image defor
mation caused by actual motion in human @â€˜@Tc-sestamibi
or @â€œFc-teboroximestudies were virtually eliminated by
application of our method. The extent to which patient
motion coincides with organ motion depends on a variety
of factors, including durationof the respiratorycycle and
its relationto data acquisitiontime at any projection angle,
respiratory patterns (shallow versus deep breathing) and
method of stressing (exercise versus pharmacologic). In
any case, correction for gross patient motion should be
performed before addressing natural heart motion. Our
method involves negligible additional dose to the patient,
no deterioration of image quality or lengthening of the
procedure, and is capable of correcting motion with accu
racy of Â±0.37and Â±0.44mm in the axial and transaxial
direction, respectively. In addition, it is compatible with
continuous, pseudo-continuous and step and shoot acqui
sition protocols (19).

We have not performed a quantitative or qualitative
assessment of the changes in sensitivity and specificity for

@â€˜@Tc-sestamibior @Tc-teboroximemyocardial SPECT
studies as a function of the degree of simulated motion. In
the literature, false-positive findings between 5% (22) and
40% (21) were reported for a 6.5-mm simulated axial mo
tion in the middle of @Â°â€˜Tlstatic SPEC].'studies, i.e., about
one and a half times the FWHM of the axial motion com
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ponent measured in our @Tc-teboroximepatient popula
tion. However, it should be considered that motion-in
duced artifacts in @â€˜@TcSPEC!' studies are probablymore
severe than analog artifacts in @Â°â€˜TlSPEC!' studies for the
same amount of motion and the same pre-processing/re
construction filter cutoff, given the higher resolution capa
biities of technetium-based agents. Conversely, we have
not performed a quantitative or qualitative assessment of
the changes in sensitivity and specificity for @â€˜@â€˜Fc-sesta
mibi or @Tc-teboroximemyocardial SPEC!' studies fol
lowing the application of our motion correction method.
Future extensions of this preliminary work will include
validation of the technique in a prospective patient popu
lation using quantitativeanalysis to clearly assess the chin
ical significance of this motion correction strategy.
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SPEC!' acquisition. The whole patient
can translateor rotate with respect to
the cameraor the heartor surrounding
organs can move with respect to the
rest of the body. An example of the
second type of motion is â€œupward
creepâ€•of the heart after exercise,
which is probably caused by changes
in respiration (1). It is truly remark
able to me that with all of these theo
retical problems, cardiac SPEC!' im
aging has become a useful clinical
tool.

The process of trackingan object in
an image is a frequent image process
ing operation used in tasks as dispar
ate as Landsat imagery, cruise missile

navigation and radiologic image regis
tration. The methods in the papers by
Germano et al. (2) and Cooper et al.
(3) in this issue represent two general
approaches: tracking a fiducial mark
or trackinga feature in the image. Fi
ducial marks can be designed so that
they can be accurately and reliably
tracked, however, as in myocardial
imaging, it is not always possible to
affix a fiducial marker to the object of
interest.

Germano et al. use a point source
on the sternum as a fiducialmarkerto
track and correct for whole-body mo
tion. Cooper et al. track the image of
the heart,which tracksboth motion of
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T here are several majortheoretical

problems with cardiac SPEC!'
imaging: attenuation, scattering,
changes in biodistribution during ac
quisition, changes in resolution with
depth, nonuniformityand nonlinearity
of the detector(s), errors in the center
of-rotation, and so forth. Two articles
in this issue discuss another problem:
motion during acquisition. There are
two categories of motion during
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